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This paper begins to develop a theory of non-commutative graded algebras and 
their Hilbert series which parallels the extensive already existing theory on 
commutative graded algebras. We begin with a discussion of “order ideals of 
monomials,” which give us vector space bases for these algebras. We develop next 
the concept of “weak summand,” which is a special relationship a subalgebra may 
have to an algebra, and the concept of “strongly free sets.” Strongly free sets have 
many properties which are analogous to the properties of regular sequences in 
commutative algebras. We discuss “combinatorially free” sets, which are useful for 
constructing examples of many of the preceding ideas. We conclude with an 
application of our results to algebraic topology by showing that there is a finite 
CW-complex with only nine positive-dimensional cells whose loop space has an 
irrational Poincare series. 
Let H = @F’O H, be any locally finite graded algebra over a field k. The 
Hilbert series of H is the infinite series C,“=O rank,(H,) z”. Such series were 
first studied by Hilbert, for H commutative. The commutative case has since 
been researched much more extensively, with many interesting results (e.g., 
see [ 161). In this paper we will examine the general case of locally finite non- 
commutative graded algebras to see what can be said about their Hilbert 
series. We will find both important similarities and important differences 
with the commutative case. 
Let k be any field. Let H = @zZO H, be an associative graded algebra 
over k. H is locallyflnite iff each H, is a finite-dimensional vector space over 
k, and H is connected iff H, = k. Viewing the H,‘s as submodules of H, a 
non-zero element x E H is homogeneous iff x belongs to some H,, ; in that 
case, we say that n is the dimension of x and write 1x(= n. If S is any set, 
k(S) denotes the free associative algebra over k with multiplicative basis S. 
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The free monoid B generated by S is a basis for k(S) as a k-module. If 
e: S + Z, is any function which assigns a positive integer to each member of 
S, we call (S, e) a graded set. For x E S, e(x) is also written ] x ] and is called 
the degree or the dimension of x. We will sometimes ay loosely “S is a 
graded set” when the function e is unambiguous or does not need to be 
specified. Any such e extends uniquely to a homomorphism of monoids 
e = ] . ] : B + {0} U Z + and may be ued to make k(S) into a connected 
graded algebra. We say that (S, e) is 1ocalZyJinite iff e-‘(n) f7 S is finite for 
each n. k(S) is locally finite if and only if S is locally finite. A locally finite 
graded set is at most countable. 
We denote by CGA the category of all (non-commutative) connected 
graded algebras, locally finite over k. A homomorphism in this category 
must preserve scalars, addition, multiplication, and the gradation. For any 
HE &%(CGA), there is a surjection f: k(S) + H for some locally finite 
graded set S. This is obvious because we may take S to be a k-basis for i?, 
where fi denotes the augmentation ideal of H, the ideal generated by all 
positive-dimensional homogeneous elements. We say that such an S 
generates H. H is finitely generated iff there is a finite graded set which 
generates H. 
In this paper we adopt four conventions which will make it less 
cumbersome to state and prove our results. They are that F, G, and H 
always denote elements of Bb(CGA); that homomorphisms belong to 
Hom(CGA), except when the contrary is stated; that any element of H 
which we mention explicitly is assumed to be homogeneous; and that S, T, 
a, and p always denote locally finite graded sets. 
1. ORDER IDEALS OF MONOMIALS 
Fix a graded set (S, e) and let B be the free monoid on S. For x, y E B, 
we say that y is a submonomial of x iff y = 1 or x = ai, . . . a,, and y = 
aim * * * ain for some 1 < m < n < t and aij E S. “Submonomial of” is a partial 
ordering on B. An order ideal of monomials is a non-empty subset ME B 
which is closed under taking submonomials; i.e., if x E M and y is a 
submonomial of x, then y E M. Since M is non-empty, 1 E M. 
Our first lemma is virtually identical to the corresponding fact about 
commutative graded algebras [ 161. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let (S, e) generate H and let f: k(S) + H be a subjection. 
Let B be the free monoid on S. Then there is an order ideal of monomials 
M G B such that the elements f (x), x E M, form a basis for H as a k-module. 
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Proof. If S is empty, H = k and M = { 1). Otherwise choose any total 
ordering on S. Define an ordering on B as follows. For x, y E B, x < y if 
e(x)< e(y); if e(x) = e(y), compare x and y using the lexicographic ordering 
induced on B by the ordering for S. Since (S, e) is locally finite, e-‘(n) f7 B 
is finite for each n, and B is isomorphic as an ordered set to the positive 
integers. This ordering has the additional property that if u, w, x, y E B and 
x < y, then uxw < vyw. 
Now define a (finite or infinite) sequence (u, , ul,... } E B as follows. Let 
u, = 1. Given u1 ,..., ui, let ui+r be the least element of B, in the ordering just 
defined, so that f(u,), &) ,..., f(u,.+ ,) are linearly independent over k in H. 
If ui+ i does not exist, then the sequence terminates with ui, 
Let M = {u,, u?,...}. We assert that M is the desired order ideal of 
monomials. {f(ui),f(~J,...} is a basis for H, so we need only show that A4 
is an order ideal. Suppose not; then there exist x E A4 and y 65 M with y a 
submonomial of x. Write x = vyw for suitable V, w E B. Since y 6? M, we 
may write f(Y) = C,,,, cif(ui> f or some coefficients ci E k. Then f(x) = 
C,,,, c,f(vu, w). Since ui < y implies ouiw < vyw = x, f(x) is a linear 
combination of f-images of smaller monomials. This contradicts our choice 
of x E A4 and completes the proof. 
Let A = @,“=, An be any locally finite graded k-module. We will adopt the 
notation A(z) for the Hilbert series of A, ,4(z) = C,“=. rank,(A,J z”. We will 
think of Hilbert series as being formal power series with integer coefficients. 
This allows us to add, subtract, multiply, and (if the leading coefficient is 
unity) invert such series. We may compare two Hilbert series by saying that 
A(z) > B(z) iff the first non-zero coefficient of A(z) -B(z) is positive. This 
ordering on power series satisfies the usual axioms with regard to addition, 
multiplication, and inversion. When the radius of convergence of A(z) is 
positive, we may also think of it as an analytic function of z. 
For free algebras, Hilbert series have a particularly simple form. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let H = k(S). Then 
--I 
. 
In particular, H(z) is a rational function of z if S is finite. 
Proof. The right-hand side makes sense because S is locally finite. Let B 
be the free monoid on S and let b, = rank,(H,,) = #{x E B 1 Ix I= n } for 
n>O; let b,=O for n<O. For xEB-{l} we may write x uniquely as 
x = ay for some a E S and y E B. From this we obtain the formula 
for n > 0. (2) 
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Multiplying this by z” and summing over all n > 0 
H(z)- l= f b/E 1 I F- -T b,+,z” 
II=1 ll=l aES 
Formula (3) may be solved formally for H(z) to get (1). 
One of the striking differences between the commutative and the non- 
commutative situations is that the Hilbert series R(z) of a commutative 
finitely generated algebra R = k[S]/I is always a rational function of z, but 
many finitely generated non-commutative algebras have irrational Hilbert 
series. This difference may be partially understood in that k[S] is Noetherian 
and hence I is alway finitely generated, whereas a two-sided ideal in the non- 
Noetherian k(S) may require infinitely many generators, which may occur in 
a complicated or irregular pattern of dimensions. But what if we require the 
ideal of relations also to be finitely generated? Govorov’s conjecture on this 
question (71, viz, that finitely presented non-commutative graded algebras 
would have rational Hilbert series, was recently shown to be false by Shearer 
[ 131. The case in support of the conjecture had been strengthened by the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Govorov). Let H = k(S)/I, where S is a finite graded set 
and I is a two-sided ideal of k(S) generated by a finite number of 
monomials. Then the Hilbert series H(z) is a rational function of z. 
Proof See [6]. 
Theorem 1.3 cannot be extended to arbitrary finitely presented graded 
algebras, as we have already noted. However, it is possible to obtain an 
upper bound on the size of rank,(HJ. Given a nonzero element x E k(S), 
write x as a linear combination of monomials, x = c, yi + . . . + c, yI, where 
ci E k. If yi is the largest monomial (in the sense of the ordering on B of 
Lemma 1.1) for which ci # 0, then yi is caled the high term of x. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let H = k(S)/I, where I is the two-sided ideal of k(S) 
generated by the non-zero homogeneous elements {p,, I-&,...}. Let yi be the 
high term of pi and let J be the ideal of k(S) generated by {yl, y*,...}. Let 
G = k(S)/J. Then rank,(H,) < rank,(G,) for all n. 
Proof. This is another application of the construction of Lemma 1.1. Let 
f: k(S) + H be the surjection and let MH,MG be the order ideals of 
monomials for H and G, respectively. M, consists of all monomials which 
do not have any yi as a submonomial. If M is any order ideal of monomials 
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which does not intersect {r,}, then ME M,. Since 0 =f@Ii) = cJ(~,) + 
f(“smaller” terms) for some ci # 0, we havef(y,) E Span(f(y) ] y < yi}. Thus 
yi 6Z MH and consequently MH c M, . 
2. STRONGLY FREE SETS 
One central concept in commutative ring theory is that of a regular 
sequence. Recall that a sequence ,,..., Br in a commutative ring R is regular 
if (6 , ,..., e,), the ideal generated by 19, ,..., 8,, is smaller than R and if each 13, 
is not a zero-divisor modulo (ei,..., 8, _ J. If R is a graded ring, we generally 
require that each 8, be homogeneous. 
Let R be a commutative finitely generated connected graded algebra over 
k. Let 0 be the sequence 8, ,..., 0, in R, let V= R/(e, ,..., e,), and let 0,, be 
homogeneous with degree e, > 0. The following facts are well known [ 161: 
(4a) 8 is regular iff each 8, is not a zero divisor modulo (0, ,..., 8, _ ,). 
(4b) Any permutation of, and any subsequence of, a regular sequence 
is regular. 
(4~) V(z) > R(z) nz=, (1 - zeN). Equality holds iff 8 is regular. 
(4d) As graded modules, R z k[8, ,..., e,] @ V iff 0 is regular. (Tensor 
products are always over k.) 
Is there a concept of “regular sequence” for non-commutative algebras 
which has analogous Eroperties? We shall see shortly that there is. Consider 
property (4d). We are comparing two k-algebras, R and k[e,,..., Or] @ V. In 
the category of commutative k-algebras (with unity), the tensor product of 
A, and A 2 acts as a direct sum in the categorical sense. In CGA, direct sums 
are provided by the “free product over k” or “coproduct over k” of A, and 
A,, denoted A, II, A, [ 141. As with tensor products we drop the “k” from 
the notation, since all free products will be over k. Also, the commutative 
v , ,..., e,] = k[e,] @ k[e,] @ .a. 0 k[e,] corresponds to the non- 
commutative k(e,) LI k(e,) LI ..a LI k(e,) = k(e,,..., e,). 
For any subset y c H let HyH denote the two-sided ideal of H generated 
by y. If y consists only of homogeneous positive degree elements or if y is the 
k-span of a set of homogeneous positive degree elements, then H/HyH 
inherits a gradation from H and the projection n: H -+ H/HyH belongs to 
Hom(CGA). Condition (4d) becomes 
H sz k(0, ,..., 4) u W/H@9 as k-modules. (5) 
We are interested in knowing what condition (5) implies about a sequence 
e , ,..., 8, is a noticommutative algebra H. We postpone the answer to this 
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question, however, until after we explore the concept of free product in 
greater detail. 
If G and H are connected graded algebras, then G II H is spanned by all 
products g,h, . . . g&z, for g, E G, ZzJ E H. Degrees are given by 
Ig,h, .a- g,h,l= IgIl+ Ih,l+ -a. + ) g,l + Ih,J. The only new relations are 
that the scalars in G and H are identified. Alternatively we could write G = 
k(S)/Z and H = k(T)/.Z with S and T disjoint. Then G II H = k(S U T)/ 
(I + J), where (I + J) denotes the two-sided ideal of k(S U T) generated by 
Z and J but no other relations. 
There is a simple formula relating the Hilbert series of G, H, and G II H 
[9]. It is 
(G LI H)(z)-’ = G(z)-’ + H(z)-’ - 1. (6) 
As before, let H denote the augmentation ideal of H, the ideal generated 
by all positive degree elements. Let G be a subalgebra of H and let p: 
H/HGH + H be any right inverse to the projection K: H + H/HcH. p is a 
homomorphism only of graded vector spaces. Define f= 1 IIp: 
G LI(H/HcH) --) H byf(y, h, - Q,) = w(W w(4) - w(h,). Since P is 
the identity in dimension zero, this f is well defined. f is not in general a 
homomorphism of algebras but it does satisfy the following weak 
multiplicative property. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G c H be a subalgebra with p, f as above. Zf y E G and 
x, Y E G IW/HcH), then f (xv) = f (XMY). 
ProojI This follows directly from the formula for f since f is the identity 
on G. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G c H be a subalgebra with p,f, 72 as above. Then f is 
surjective. 
Proof. By induction on the dimension. f is onto in dimension zero. 
Suppose f is onto Hi for j < n and let h E H,, 1. Let g = p@(h)). 
h-gEHeH because n(h - g) = z(h) - z(g) = x(h) - @p)@(h)) = 0. 
Write h -g as a finite sum, h - g = xi h;y,h[, where hi, h; E H and yi E G. 
As each )ril> 1, we have jhil Qn and Ihf’) <n, so h; =f(x,!) and 
h; = f (x;) by our inductive assumption for some xl, xl E G LI(H/HGH). 
Then h - g = f (xi xfy,x[‘) by Lemma 2.1 and h = f@(h) + 
xi xfy,.xy) E imdf), as desired. 
Condition (5) suggests that we consider the case where f is an 
isomorphism of graded k-modules, not just a surjection. This motivates the 
following definition. 
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DEFINITION. A subalgebra G c H is a weak summand of H iff there is an 
isomorphism of graded vector spaces G LI (H/HGH) =: H. 
Above we defined f = 1 IIp, where p was any right inverse to the 
projection 71: H + H/HGH. There is no canonical choice of p, but the next 
lemma shows that the particular choice of p cannot be too important, at least 
for weak summands. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G E H be a subalgebra. The following are equivalent: 
(a) G is a weak summand of H. 
(b) f = 1 Up is an isomorphism of graded k-modules for any chaise 
OfP. 
(c) f = 1 LI p is an isomorphism of graded k-modules for some choice 
OfP. 
Proof: That (b) implies (c) and (c) implies (a) are obvious. For (a) 
implies (b), f is a surjection between vector spaces of equal rank in every 
dimension, hence an isomorphism. 
The next two results show that weak summands are preserved when 
passing to certain quotient algebras and that being a weak summand is tran- 
sitive on subalgebras. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose G s H is a weak summand and I is any proper 
two-sided ideal of G generated by homogeneous elements. Then G/I is a weak 
summand of H/HIH. That is, there is an isomorphism of graded vector 
spaces H/HZH z (G/I) II (H/HGH). 
ProoJ Let p: H + H/HIH be the projection, Choose a vector space 
isomorphism f = 1 JJ p: G LI (H/HGH) -+ H as above and let r = p 0 J: Let 
(Z) denote the extension of I to G Ll (H/HGH). If x E (I), we have r(x) = 0 
by Lemma 2.1. If t(x) = 0, we have f(x) E HIH. Write f (x) = ‘& hjythf’, a 
finite sum with yi E Z and hl, h; E H. Let xf = f -‘(hl) and x,!’ = f -‘(h,!‘). 
Then f (Cr x;y,x;) = f(x) by Lemma 2.1. f is one-to-one, so x = 
xi x;yrx; E (1). Thus ker(r) = (I). H/HIH k (G LI (H/HGH))/(I) z (G/I) LI 
(H/Hf?H), as desired. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose G is a weak summand of H and F is a weak 
summand of G. Then F is a weak summand of H. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.4 with I = GFG. We obtain H/HFH z 
(G/GFG) LI (H/HcH). Then F Ll (H/HFH) z (F LI (G/GFG)) Ll (H/HGH) E 
G LI (H/HGH) z H. 
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We are especially concerned with the case where the weak summand G is 
free. The promised non-commutative analog of regular sequences i  given in 
the following definition. 
DEFINITION. Let a = {a,, a2 ,... } s I? be any locally finite graded subset 
of H. Let G be the subalgebra of H generated by a. a is strongly free (in H) 
iff G is a weak summand of H and the natural surjection from k(a) to G is 
one-to-one. The latter condition may be rephrased as the requirement hat 
k(a) embed in H. 
By this definition, 8 is strongly free in H iff it satisfies (5). Strongly free 
sets are analogous to regular sequences in that they satisfy a condition 
analogous to (4d). Note, however, that a strongly free set is allowed to be 
countably infinite, while a regular sequence is always finite. We explore next 
some of the other properties of strongly free sets and observe that analogs of 
(4c), (4b), and (4a) are fulfilled. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let a = {(x1, a*,...} c fi. Let a(z) denote C,,, z”’ and 
let N= H/HaH. Then N(z) > H(z)(l + a(z) H(z))-‘; equality holds if and 
only if a is strongly free in H. 
ProoJ Let G be the subalgebra of H generated by a. We have G(z) < 
(k(a))(z) = (1 - a(z))-1 by Lemma 1.2, equality holding iff k(a) embeds in 
H. By Lemma 2.2, (G LI N)(z) > H(z), equality holding iff G is a weak 
summand of H. By formula (6) we have N(z)-’ = 1 + (G LI N)(z)-’ - 
G(z)-’ < 1 + H(z)-’ - (1 - a(z)) = H(z)-’ + a(z), or N(z) > (H(z)-’ + 
a(z))-’ = H(z)( 1 + a(z) H(z))- ‘, equality holding iff a is strongly free 
in H. 
Theorem 2.6 tells us that strongly free sets minimize the Hilbert series of 
their quotient algebras if the degrees 1 a, 1, la, I,... are fixed. This is precisely 
analogous to property (4~) of regular sequences. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let a be a strongly free subset of H and suppose a = PV y 
with p and y disjoint. Let IL: H + H/H/3H be the projection. Then (a) /I? is 
strongly free in H, i.e., any subset of a strongly free set is strongly free, and 
(b) x(y) is strongly free in H/H/3H. 
ProoJ: a(z) = C,,, z”’ = Cacll zla’ + Casyz”’ = p(z) + y(z). Let G = 
HIHpH and F = H/HaH. By Theorem 2.6, G(z)-’ <H(z)-’ +/?(z) and 
F(z)-’ < G(z)-’ + y(z), equality holding throughout iff p is strongly free in 
H and n(r) is strongly free in G. Combining these inequalities gives F(z)-’ < 
H(z)-’ +/3(z) + y(z) = H(z)-’ + a(z). But a is strongly free in H, whence 
F(z) = H(z)-’ + a(z), and equality holds throughout. 
Observe the similarity of Lemma 2.7(a) and property (4b) of regular 
481/78/l-9 
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sequences. It is implicit in the definition of strongly free sets that 
permutations are irrelevant. Lemma 2.7(a) could also be proved as a 
corollary to Theorem 2.5. As to property (4a), 0, being a non-zero-divisor 
modulo (0, ,..., 8, _ ,) may be recast as there being an isomorphism of graded 
modules R/(0, ,..., on- 1) = k[q 0 R/(8, ,..*9 8,). This corresponds to {a,) 
being strongly free in ZY/(JJFzii HcziH) in the non-commutative case, which 
is guaranteed by Lemmas 2.7(b) and 2.7(a). 
Strongly free sets have yet another property which provides a remarkable 
analog with the commutative situation. The following theorem is proved in 
[4, Proposition 2.81. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let R be a graded or local commutative ring, let 0 be a 
sequence 8, , e2 ,..., B in R, and let K be the Koszul complex on R constructed r 
for 0. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) 9 is regular sequence; 
(b) Ho(K) = RNA ,..., 0,) and H,(K) = Ofor n > 0; 
(c) H,(K) = 0. 
The construction in CGA which is analogous to the Koszul complex is as 
follows. For a fixed set a = {a,, a, ,.,. } c fi, let A = H LI k(y), where y = 
{y, y2 ,... } is in one-to-one correspondence with a and ] yr] = ) ai1 + 1. Define 
a derivation d: A -+ A by setting d(H) = 0 and d(yi) = ai. Then d2 = 0 and 
we may consider the homology ring H,(A, d). In the Koszul complex, degree 
is determined only by the new indeterminates adjoined to R and everything 
in R has degree zero. To get the proper analogy we must define another 
gradation, which we call the “e-gradation,” on A by setting e(yi) = 1 for each 
yi E y and letting all of H have e-degree zero. A is a non-connected graded 
algebra under e and we let A(,) denote the part which occurs in e-degree n. d 
lowers e-degree by one and consequently 2 = (A,,, , d} is a chain complex. 
A, Acn) and H,(x, d) are still graded by our old gradation, which we refer to 
as “total degree” or simply “degree.” 
The homology of the chain complex 2 has been studied before. It arises 
naturally in connection with the Adams-Hilton construction [l] and the 
problem of determining the homology ring of a loop space [2, 9, 141. In [lo] 
Lemaire studies what happens when a is a single element set, though his 
results may be extended to larger sets. As shown in [lo], if a satisfies a 
certain condition depending upon the maps Tor,“(k, k): TorF(k, k)-+ 
To$(k, k) induced by the projection 7~: H + H/HaH = N, then 
H,(z, d) = N. We will show in our next two theorems that this is equivalent 
to a being strongly free. This is essentially proved in [2, Theorem 3.91, but 
we will give a shorter proof here to illustrate the power of the deceptively 
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simple-looking tools we have developed so far. One cannot help noticing the 
perfect parallel between Theorems 2.8 and 2.9. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let a = {a,, a2 ,... } G I? and define A, A”, d as above. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) a is strongly free in H; 
(b) H,(& d) = N and H,(& d) = Ofir n > 0; 
(c) H,(& d) = 0. 
ProoJ It is clear that H,(z, d) = N is any event. 
Choose any surjectionf = g Up: k(a) II N + H, where g: k(a) + H is the 
natural map, and extend it to a homomorphism of graded vector spaces h = 
JLI 1: k(a)LINLIk(y)+HLIk(y)=A. Letting G=k(a)LIN and F= 
G LI k(y), we define 6: F + F to be the derivation specified by 6(G) = 0 and 
6(yi) = ai. We show first that h 0 6 = d o h. 
To prove that h o 6 = d 0 h, it suffices to show that h(&x)) = d(h(x)) when 
x=YOYigYIYi* .a. yi,Y, with yij E y and yj E G. Letting rj = Iyoyi, a.. Yj_, I, we 
have 
6(x) = ‘s (-l)‘i yoyi, “’ Yj-lai,Yj *” Yi,Yt* 
j=l 
Using the definition of h and Lemma 2.1, 
h(J(X)) = k (-l)‘j h(Yo) Yi, *** h(Yj-1) aijh(Yj) *** Yi,h(Yt). 
j=l 
We also have 
d(h(X)) =d(h(Yo) Yi, *** Yi,h(Yt)) 
We define an alternate grading on F, just as we did on A, by setting 
e(r,) = 1 and letting all of G have degree zero. This is called the e-grading on 
F and the nth-degree component is denoted F(,,. 6 lowers e-degree by one so 
f= Vf,,, 6) is a chain complex; the modules H,(F, d) are still graded by 
total degree as well. Since h preserves e-degree and commutes with the 
differentials, h: F+ 2 is a bidegree zero surjection between two chain com- 
plexes. 
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Observe that as bigraded algebras, H,(F, 6) = N II H,(k(a U y), 6). 
Finally, we have H,(k(a U y), 6) = k if * = 0 and = 0 if * > 0. This is 
because H, (k(a U y), 8) is isomorphic by [l] to the homology ring of the 
loop space on the contractible CW-complex obtained from a wedge of 
spheres Vai,, s Ia” + i by attaching cells corresponding to the yi s which fill 
in the spheres. That H,(k(a U y), S) = k can also be obtained by a repeated 
application of the Kunneth formula to the tensor algebra on (V, S), where 
V= Span(a U y). So f is acyclic except for Ho@, S) = N. 
Let h (It) = h IF(,) and note that F(,,, = G, A,,, = H, and h,,, =1: Consider 
the commuting diagram 
-0 
0 - ker h(,, 
-1, 
h(l) 
(1) ---Am 
s 
I 
dj -’ 
O- kerf - G - H -0 
I I * I 
0 0 0 
Using the long exact sequence in homology and the information that {F, 6) is 
acyclic, we have an exact sequence 
O+H,(A”,d)--+(Kerf)/b(kerh,,,)-NAN-O. 
f’clearly induces the identity in e-degree zero homology, so there is an e- 
degree -1 isomorphism of graded vector spaces H,(& d) i$ (ker f)/ 
W=r M. 
Let A = ker f c G. We have ker h(,, = GyA + AyG, where GyA denotes 
span(xy, y 1 x E G, yi E y, y E A} and likewise for AyG. Following a similar 
notation G(ker h(,,) = Gad + AaG. If A = 0, then f is an isomorphism and h 
and each h(,, are isomorphisms, ensuring that He@, d) = He@, 6). So if 
A=O,thenH,(~,~)=NandH,(A”,~)=Oforn>O.IfA#O,letuEAbea 
non-zero element of minimal degree; then u 6Z GaA + AaG, so HI@, d) # 0. 
Thus A=0 iff H,@,d)=O and A=0 iff H,(A”,d)=O for all n>O. To 
finish the proof note that A = 0 iff a is strongly free in H. 
Finally, we observe that strongly free sets are characterized by certain 
homological properties. The next result shows that taking the quotient of an 
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algebra H by a strongly free set a perturbs its homological properties as little 
as possible. 
THEOREM 2.10. Suppose 
. ..-+X.@H%X,@H~X,@H~H~k-0 
is any free H-resolution of the ground field k. Let a C_ H be strongly free and 
let N = H/HUH. Then there is a free N-resolution of k, 
Proof: For any subset a c fl, a generates HaH/i?aH as a right N- 
module. It follows that there is a surjection of left H-modules H 0 ak @ N + 
HaH, where ak denotes pan(a). When a is strongly free the Hilbert series of 
H @ ak @N is [H(z)] [a(z)][H(z)(l + a(z) H(z))-‘], which agrees with 
(HaH)(z) = H(z) -N(z), so this is an isomorphism. We have an exact 
sequence of left H-modules 0 + H @ ak @N--f H -+ N + 0 in which the first 
two terms are free. Taking the long exact sequence of Torz(k, a), we get 
Torf(k, N) = 0 for n > 2 and 0 + Tory(k, N) -+ ak @ N + k % k + 0, whence 
Tory(k, N) = ak @ N. It is not hard to see that this is an isomorphism of N- 
modules. 
Now let X,, = k and let Cj = coker(dj+ J = Xj @ H/dj+ ,(Xj+ , @ H) for 
j > 0. The short exact sequence 
o-c. J+l -+Xj@H&Cj-O (7) 
with center term free shows that Torf(Cj+ , , N) = Torr, ,(Cj, N) and from 
this, Tory(Cj, N) = a .. = Tory+, (k, N) = 0 for j > 1. Thus tensoring (7) with 
N is exact for j > 1 and we have short exact sequences 
for j> 1 and 
O---+a@N~ C&N4iN-k-0. 
These may be pieced together into a resolution {X, 0 N, S,} for k, where 
6, = d:pL, which is exact except at X, @ N. The full diagram is 
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ir 
0 
/ 
,,” 14 lq 
O- ak@N %I TC,@,N-N-k-0 
I 
0 
in which all sequences of maps not changing direction are exact. Because the 
vertical sequence is exact we have (im S,)$ ker(b,). To make the resolution 
exact at X, @N choose any map of right N-modules g: ak @N-+X, @ N 
which makes the triangle containing g commute; this can be done because 
ak @ N is free. 
We claim that 
. . . -X,@N---+ 84 X,@NL (X20WO(akON) 
-=-+X,@NS’-N-,+-+0 (8) 
is exact. Because we had exactness previously except at X, ON, we need 
only check (8) at X, @N and at (X, @ N)@ (ak @ N). The map g is 
monomorphic and its image intersects im(6,) only in (0), so we still have 
exactness at (X2 ON) @ (ak ON). At X, @N we, have im(g) G ker(b,), so 
im(6, @ g) G ker(6,), but now suppose x E ker(d,). Then r,;(x) E i(ak @ N), 
so x - g(i-‘p{(x)) E im@) = im(6,) and x E im(6,O g), as desired. 
Assuming that a G (H)*, it is clear from the construction that the 
resolution over N is minimal if and only if the resolution (X, @ H} is 
minimal. The condition a E (Z?)* is necessary to ensure that the map g 
reduces to zero after we tensor with k. We may conclude (cf. [lo]). 
COROLLARY 2.11. Assume a G (i$’ is strongly f?ee. Then Torz(k, k) = 
Tor:(k, k) for n # 2 and Tory(k, k) = TorT(k, k) @ ak. 
It is worth noting that there is a kind of converse to Theorem 2.10. If 
{X,, OH} is a minimal resolution for k, then the Xn’s occur in higher and 
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higher dimensions as n + co, hence the infinite Hilbert series X(z) = 
cE==o (-1)” X”( z converges. By the exactness of {X, @ H-1 k) we have 1 
X(z) H(z) = 1, or H(z)-’ =X(z). If Theorem 2.10 holds we have as well 
W(z) + a(z)) N(z) = 1, or N(z)-’ =X(z) + a(z) = H(z)-’ + a(z), which is 
equivalent o a being strongly free by Theorem 2.6. In this way we obtain 
another proof of Lemaire’s result [lo] that a sufficient condition for a single 
element a E H to be strongly free is that TorE(k, k) be bijective for p > 2. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let a E k? with N = H/HaH. 
(a) If a is strongly free and H has global dimension m >, 2, then N has 
global dimension m. 
(b) Suppose gl. dim.(H) < 2 ‘and suppose a is a minimal set of 
generators for the ideal HaH of H. Then a is strongly free if and only if 
gl. dim.(N) < 2. 
ProoJ: (a) This is immediate from Theorem 2.10. 
(b) If a is strongly free, Theorem 2.10 shows that gl. dim.(N) < 2. 
Conversely, first suppose H = k(S) is free. We have an N-resolution of k 
which begins ... -+X,@N-,ak@N+Sk@N+N+k-+O. Since a is 
minimal and gl. dim.(N) < 2, we may assume X, = 0. Taking Hilbert series 
of this exact sequence yields a(z) N(z) - S(z) N(z) + N(z) - 1 = 0; solving 
for N(z) gives N(z) = (1 - S(z) + a(z))-‘, so a is strongly free by 
Theorem 2.6. Lastly, if gl. dim.(H) = 2, let H be a quotient of the free 
algebra F = k(S); we just showed that H = FIFpF where p, the minimal set 
of generators for F/3F, is strongly free in F. Let x: F -+ H and p: F + N be the 
projections and let Z = ker(p). Choose any a’ c F with n(a’) = a. Then 
a’ Up is a minimal set of generators for I, so by what we have said already 
a’ Up is strongly free in F. Thus a = x(a’) is strongly free in H = FIFPI; by 
Lemma 2.7(b). 
3. COMBINATOR~ALLY FREE SETS 
As yet we have no easily applied criterion for determining whether or not 
a given graded set is strongly free. The next two theorems will often provide 
such a criterion in free algebras. 
DEFINITION. Let S be any locally finite graded set and let B be the free 
monoid on S. A set of monomials a = {a,, a2 ,... } E B - { 1) is 
combinatorially free iff (a) no a, is a submonomial of aj for i # j and 
(b) whenever a, =x, y, and aj =x2 y, for x1, y,, x2, y, E B - { 1) we have 
XI + Yz. 
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Informally, condition (b) says that the beginning of one monomial cannot 
be the same as the ending of another (or the same) monomial. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H = k(S), let B be the free monoid on S, and suppose 
a = {a,, a2 ,...} E B - { 1) is a set of monomials. Then a is strongly free in H 
if and only if a is combinatorially free. 
Proof: Let 71: H + H/HaH be the projection. A k-basis for H/HaH is the 
r-image of the order ideal M, where M consists of all monomials which do 
not have any a, as a submonomial. Let p: H/HaH -+ H be the vector space 
homomorphism given by p(z(x)) =x for x E M. Let G be the subalgebra of 
H generated by a, let g: k(a) -+ G be the natural surjection, and let f = g Ll p: 
k(a) LI (H/HaH) + H. By Lemma 2.2, f = (1 II p) o (g LI 1) is surjective. By 
Lemma 2.3, a is strongly free iff f is also one-to-one. 
Let C be the free monoid on a. A k-basis for k(a) LI (H/HaH) consists of 
ail sequences yog, y1 a.. ym-, g,, wherem~l,y,EC,g,EM,yiEC-{1} 
for i > 0, and gj E M - { 1) for j < m. f is isomorphic iff each x E B has just 
one representation as the product in H of such a sequence. To prove 
Theorem 3.1, we will demonstrate an equivalence between a being 
combinatorially free and each x E B having at most one representation as 
such a product. 
Suppose a is combinatorially free. To see that the representation of any 
x E B is unique, suppose the contrary. Choose x so that 1x1 is minimal 
among the elements of B with multiple representations and let x = 
YOizl a.. Ym-,gm=60h, a.. 6,-, h, be two distinct representations. Clearly 
1 = 1 . 1 is unique, so we may assume 1x1 > 0. If y. # 1 and 6, # 1, write 
yo=a. . . . ais and 6, = oj, **a aj,. If ai, = ai,, then x is not minimal; if 
ai, # Ai,, then one of them is a submonomial of the other, contradicting 
condition (a). If y. = 1 and So = 1, we must have m > 1 and n > 1, hence one 
of g, and h,, say g,, is a non-trivial submonomial of the other. Writing 
h, = g,h;, we have h;EM and we see that y=y,g,...y,,-,g,= 
h;S, ..a 6,-, h, also has two distinct representations, contradicting the 
minimality of x. 
The remaining case occurs when exactly one of yo, 6, is unity. Say y. # 1, 
a,== 1. We have yogi ..a g,=h,6, ... h,. Write yo=ai, . ..ai. and 6,= 
aj, . . . aj,. We cannot have 1 h, I > 1 a,, 1, for then ai, would be a submonomial 
of h,, contradicting h, E M. So we may write ail = h, x1 for some 
x1 E B - {I}. If jai,1 > 1 h,aj,I, then aj, is a submonomial of ai,, 
contradicting condition (a), so we may write h, aj, = ai,xz for some 
x2 E B - { 1). This gives h,aj, = ai,xz = h,x,x2, or aj, =x1x2 and 
ai, = h,x,, contradicting condition (b). Thus there can be no such minimal x 
and the representations are always unique. 
Conversely, suppose a is not combinatorially free. If condition (a) fails, 
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we may write a, = ua, u for some t(, v E B and i # j. Then x = aj has more 
than one representation as a product of the stated form. Finally, suppose that 
condition (a) holds but (b) fails. Write a, =x1x2, aj = y,x,. Then x2, JJ, E 
M - {I}, so x = yix,xz = a,x, = y,ai has two distinct representations. 
To extend this result to the case where a does not consist solely of 
monomials, we have the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let H= k(S) and suppose a = {a,, q,...} c_ i?- (0). 
Using any fixed ordering on S, let (ii be the high term of ai, for each ai E a. 
Then cz is strongly free in H if B = {a,, 8, ,... } is combinatorially free. 
ProoJ Since each ai is assumed to be homogeneous, 1 czi ] = ] cii ] 
and a(z) = C;(z). By Theorem 3.1 G is strongly free and by Theorems 1.4 
and 2.6, (H/HczH)(z) < (H/HdiH)(z) = H(z)(l + C?(Z) H(z))- ’ = 
H(z)( 1 + a(z) H(z))- ‘. By Theorem 2.6 this can only happen if 
(H/HaH)(z) = H(z)(l + a(z) H(z))-’ and a is strongly free in H. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let H = k(S U T) with S and T disjoint. Order S U T so 
that a > b whenever a E S and b E T. For x, y E H, let [x, y] denote 
xy - (- l)‘X’ * ‘Y’ yx. Suppose a = {[a, b] + h,,l a E S, b E T} for some 
h,, E k(T) which satisfy 1 h,,l = ] a ] + I bl. Using Theorem 3.2, B = (ab 1 
a E S, b E T} is combinatorially free, so a is strongly free in H. 
Let N = HfHaH. 
a(z) = x -s z’=b’ = r r Z’Q’Z’b’ 
OES bL;I a’;’ bTT 
=(;sz’al)(;Tzlb’)=S(~)T(z). 
By Theorem 2.6, 
N(z)=[l-(SUT)(z)+a(z)]-’ 
=[I-S(z)-T(z)+S(z)T(z)]-’ 
= [I -S(z)]-’ [l-T(z)]-‘. 
We also have, by Lemma 1.2, 
(k(S) @ k(T))(z) = [ 1 - S(z)] - ’ [ 1 - T(z)] - ‘, 
so there is an isomorphism of graded k-modules N z k(S) @ k(T). In this 
case, N is in fact a semi-tensor product of k(S) and k(T). 
Since we now have a way of easily constructing strongly free sets, or at 
least a way of checking whether a given graded set is strongly free, a natural 
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question arises as to how many elements a strongly free set a in the algebra 
H may have. An obvious bound is that {a E a ) 1 a] = d) cannot exceed 
rank&Y,) since k(a) must embed in H. For finitely generated algebras and 
for certain other algebras, the next lemma provides us with a far more 
stringent bound. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose H(z)-’ is a polynomial in z and a c fi is a 
strongly free Jinite set. If HaH # I?, then H(z)-’ + a(z) has a root in the 
interval (0, 11. In particular, if H = k(S) and S is Jnite, then 
1 - S(z) + a(z) cannot be positive for all z E (0, I]. 
Proof: Let P(z) = H(z)-’ + a(z) and let N = H/HaH. By Theorem 2.6, 
N(z) P(z) = 1. Since N # k, N(z) is non-constant and P(z) is a non-constant 
polynomial. Since N(z) has non-negative integer coefficients and the series 
N(z) = P(z)- ’ does not terminate, N(z) must diverge for z = 1. Let z0 be the 
root of P(z) of minimum absolute value. Let r = (zO]; r is the radius of 
convergence of N(z) and 1 > r > 0. Because all the coefftcients of N(z) are 
real and non-negative and N(z) is unbounded as z approaches zO, we have 
limr.+- N(z) = co and so lim,,,- P(z) = 0. Since P is continuous, this r is the 
desired root of P. 
To see how much of an improvement Lemma 3.4 is over the obvious 
bound a(z) < I?(Z), we consider the special case where H is a finitely 
generated free algebra with the “standard” gradation and a is all concen- 
trated in one dimension. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let H = k(x, ,.,., x,), where each /xi I= 1. Suppose a is any 
strongly free set, all of whose elements have dimension d > 2, and let 
m = #(a) be the cardinality of a. Then 
where e = 2.718... 
Proof: Consider the polynomial P(z) = (H/HaH)(z)-’ = 1 - nz + mzd. 
Since P”(z) > 0 for z > 0 and P’(z) = -n + dmzd-’ = 0 only at 
z = (n/dm)‘lCd- I), the point (n/md)“‘d-‘) minimizes P on [0, co). By 
Lemma 3.4, P must have a positive root, so P((n/md)‘lCd-‘)) < 0. This gives 
I-n 3 
( 1 
llcd-‘) + m (-5) (?L)‘““-” < 0, 
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which may be simplified to the relation 
Since (1 - l/d)d + l/e as d+ co and this is an increasing function of d for 
d > 1, we have (1 - l/d)d < l/e. Formula (9) follows. 
For each algebra ZY, is there a limit on the number of elements in a 
strongly free set if we disregard their dimensions? The next two results give 
us the perhaps surprising answer to this question. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose a is strongly free in H and p is strongly free in 
k(a). Then /? is strongly free in H. 
ProoJ k(P) embeds in k(a) which embeds in H, so k@) embeds in H. 
k@) is a weak summand of k(a) which is a weak summand of H. By 
Theorem 2.5, k@I) is a weak summand of H. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let H be any algebra and let d(H) = sup(#(a) 1 a is 
strongly free in H}. Then d(H) = 0, 1, or co. Zf d(H) = 00, there is an infinite 
strongly free set. 
Proox Here are examples showing that d(H) > 2, d(H) = 1, and 
d(H) = 0 are all possible. For d(H) >, 2, note that any set a is strongly free 
in k(a). For d(H) = 1, take H = k[x], a polynomial ring on one generator. It 
is easy to see that only x itself, or a scalar multiple, is strongly free. To get 
d(H) = 0, take H = k(S) @ k(S) for any finite graded set S. H(z)-’ =_ 
(1 - S(z))* is a polynomial which is non-negative on (0, 11. Suppose a c H 
were strongly free; we will use Lemma 3.4 to get a contradiction, By 
Lemma 2.7(a) we may assume a is finite. HaH = i? would imply HZ 
k(a) II 1 = k(a) but H( z is not the Hilbert series of any free algebra, so ) 
HaH = I? is ruled out. Since any non-zero a(z) would be positive on (0, 11, 
H(z)-’ + a(z) would also be positive there, and this contradicts Lemma 3.4. 
Now suppose d(H) > 2 and let (x, y} be a two-element strongly free set. 
By Lemma 3.6 it suffices to show that k(x, y) has an infinite strongly free 
subset. Let a,, = xyx”y* for n 2 1. It is easy to check that a = {a,},,>, is 
combinatorially free, hence strongly free in k(x, y). 
Theorem 3.7 shows that there is a remarkable contrast between the 
commutative and the non-commutative case on this point. The maximum 
length of a regular sequence in a commutative finitely generated algebra R is 
called the depth of R. The depth of R is always finite, it is bounded by the 
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Krull dimension of R, and it can take on any non-negative integral value [8]. 
The fact that k(x, y) has infinite Krull dimension is well known [7]. 
We conclude with a theorem whose proof combines several of the 
preceding ideas and applies them to a problem in algebraic topology. The 
problem concerns a question asked by Serre [ 121 and others as to whether or 
not there exists a finite CW-complex whose loop space has an irrational 
Poincare series. This question attracted a great deal of attention until it was 
recently resolved affirmatively in [2] by means of an example with just 12 
cells (not counting the base point). Given that such complexes exist, the 
related problem is this: what is the minimum number of cells such a complex 
may have? There is a strong connection between the homology rings of loop 
spaces on finite complexes and finitely presented graded algebras, and this is 
where the techniques of this paper come into play. 
THEOREM 3.8. There is a simply-connected finite CW-complex with as 
few as nine positive-dimensional cells whose loop space has an irrational 
PoincarP series. 
Proof: We are interested in constructing a complex X for which the 
Poincare series of the loop space on X, P&z) = H*(RX; Q)(z) = C,“=O rank 
(H,(QZ Q>> z”, is not a rational function of z. 
In [2] it is shown that there is a finitely presented Hopf algebra N, with 
five generators and seven relations, whose Hilbert series N(z) is a transcen- 
dental function of z. By [2], [9], or [ 111, this suffices to construct a complex 
of 12 positive dimensional cells, one for each generator and one for each 
relation, with the stated property. We are now in a position to reduce this 
number from 12 to 9 by viewing this Hopf algebra as a weak summand of an 
algebra with only two generators. 
To do this we will first embed k(a,, a*, a3, a4, a,) in k(x, y) as a weak 
summand. Clearly, this is equivalent o finding a five-element strongly free 
set in k(x, y). We will not use the construction of Theorem 3.7, however, 
because we want all the ats to be primitive in the Hopf algebra k(x, y). We 
also want them all to have the same dimension. Letlx 1 = 1 y 1 = 1. By an 
application of Lemma 3.5, a five-element strongly free set in k(x, y) which is 
all in dimension d can only exist if d > 7. When d = 7 we can indeed find 
such a strongly free set. Consider a = {a,, a2, a3, a4, a5 ), where 
aI = [[[x9 lx, Yll, Lx9 ~~11, Lx, Yll, 
a2 = [[xv Lx, ~11, [[[x9 ~4 ~1, ~11, 
a3 = [1x, [[x3 yl, yll, 114 ~1, ~11, 
a4 = [Ix, [[Lx, ~1, yl, yll, [x7 ~11, 
a, = Lx, [[[[[x3 yl, yl, yl, yl, yll. 
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Taking x > y, the high terms of these are the monomials 
ti = (x2yxyxy, x*yxy3, x*y*xy*, x*y3xy, x’y’}. 
This set is combinatorially free, hence a is strongly free in H = k(x, y) by 
Theorem 3.2. 
The set of seven relations for the algebra N is p = (pi ,..., /I,) s k(a), where 
Pl = [a,, 4 - [ad9 a,], P2= blT4, 
P, = [al, a,], P, = [a*, a317 
P5 = [a,, a41 - h a519 B, = b2, a,], 
P7 = [a3 y4. 
Let G = k(a). In [2] it is shown that N= G/Gj?G has a transcendental 
Hilbert series. Since a is strongly free in H, we have H/H/3H z (GIGfiG) LI 
(H/HcH) = N Ll (H/HaH) by Theorem 2.4. Letting F denote H/HpH, we 
obtain through formula (6), Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 1.2 
F(z)-’ = N(z)-’ + (H/HaH)(z)-’ - 1 
= N(z)-’ + H(z)-’ + a(z) - 1 
=Iv(z)-’ - 22 + 52’. 
Since N(z) is transcendental, so is F(z). 
F is a finitely presented Hopf algebra, wi.th two generators and seven 
relations, whose Hilbert series F(z) is a transcendental function of z. Using 
F we may construct the desired CW-complex X. The complex X has two 
cells in dimension two and seven cells in dimension sixteen. X is constructed 
by attaching the 16 cells directly to the 2-skeleton, which is a wedge of two 
2spheres. The attaching maps are the repeated whitehead products of 
generators x and y which are described by p,,...,p’. By [2, Theorem 3.71, 
P,,(z) is a rational function of F(z). Thus PO,(z) is also transcendental. 
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